Solving a Shortage
of Science

Quebec Partnership Hopes to Generate
New Products, New Ideas

fter scouring Quebec for a worthwhile project to
Rebuilding the industry
invest in, CTI Life Sciences Fund and the The Fonds
Gravel believes Newco can help Quebec recover from a large
de solidarité FTQ had to start looking outside La
retraction of capital.
“The biotech industry went through a very difficult
Belle Province.
“In Quebec the issue is no longer money, which is availtime,” says Gravel. “There was not a lot of players and
advanced enough projects were scarce.”
able, but it is difficult to find the appropriate number of
projects which meet our investment criteria,” says JeanAccording to Leprince, partnerships like this are the first
step to rebuilding the industry.
Francois Leprince, CTI Life Sciences Fund managing partner. “If there are no projects, one way to fill the gap is to
“This is the way to nurture the number of local biotech
projects here in Quebec and by doing so, you participate to
import projects from pharmaceutical companies or from
biotech companies in need of financing to
Quebec.”
“In Quebec the issue is no longer money,
And CTI and The Fonds found what they
which is available, but it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd the
were looking for in the Swiss-based Ferring
Pharmaceuticals’ new innovative compound
appropriate number of projects which meet
of the GLP-2 (glucagon-like-peptides) agoour investment criteria.”
nist family. The three companies announced
a new partnership in early October with an
investment of $12 million.
Leprince will be CEO, while The Fonds' life sciences
the development of the local ecosystems because all the
portfolio manager Gaetan Gravel, CTI Life Sciences Fund
stakeholders that usually work with the companies, they
managing Partner Richard Meadows, and Ferring Canada
benefit,” says Leprince. “I’m talking about the CROs, the
president Richard Jeysman will sit on the board of the yetpeople that have the kind of skills and talents in their CVs
to-be-named company—which goes by the temporary and
to work with biotech companies or biotech industries.”
uninspiring name, “Newco.”
CTI and Ferring started negotiations at the beginning of
“Ferring came through with the asset,” Leprince says.
2011. Both had a longstanding relationship but nothing
“CTI takes the leadership of investment, not only for shareconcrete had come out of it.
holders but for the new company’s management that will
It took so long to complete the deal because of the
shepherd the project, so to speak. CTI will hold interim
amount of due diligence required but CTI never doubted
management of the project until the company will be a true
that an agreement would be made because of the “mutual
clinical development powerhouse – as soon as human clinical
willingness from both partners to put a structure behind
trials begin.”
this.”
As soon as the product enters into clinical trials, the comAs the negotiations progressed, The Fonds de solidarité
pany will be restructured.
FTQ expressed an interest in the partnership and early in
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“It’s a very strong and solid IP because it’s
composition of matter and as this project
evolves, the Newco may acquire or may
develop some IP that is going to be essentially either use or application or formulation,” Leprince says.
Ferring is licensing the asset out because
it’s outside of the company’s core competency and core business.
“That gave us the opportunity to develop
a very promising product within another
field that normally Ferring is not involved
in,” says Gravel. “So we benefit from their
development expertise and we can do it
within the Quebec expertise.”

Well-structured deal

October the three companies formed a new company with
The Fonds and CTI as majority investors.
Newco will work on developing a new, innovative compound of the GLP-2 agonist family. The targeted indication
is first-in-class in the area of supportive care in oncology and
can potentially represent a major clinical advance.
The recent success of the science also helped push the
deal along. Advisors to the US Food and Drug Administration
recently gave its backing to NPS Pharmaceuticals' drug,
Gattex, for the treatment of short bowel syndrome. Gattex is
a recombinant analogue of GLP-2.
“We were attracted by the GLP-2 compound because
today the GLP compound family receives a lot of attention
and the success from NPS pharmaceuticals yet in another
indication... provides some comfort about the regulatory
pathway,” says Leprince. “So there is a lot of traction with
GLP compounds in general and I would say most recently
on GLP-2 agonist in particular.”
Ferring owns the original IP but Newco has an exclusive
worldwide licence in the field of oncology.

According to Anita Nador, a partner at
Gowlings law office in Toronto and a member of the firm's National Life Sciences
Practice Group, the deal is structured well.
“It appears they’re thriving off the oncology part of that in the new company which
is not a bad thing to do,” says Nador. “Certainly it’s an ability to try and raise funds and develop a particular area of
technology. Liability, if there are losses, they might be able to
benefit from that in different ways.”
This partnership represents Ferring’s first with Canadian
companies.
“They don’t want to leave this project on the shelf so it
became an opportunity for us – with their skills in clinical
development and our money and a portion of their money
too to try and develop a product in an indication where there
is a lot of medical need and make that for the benefit of
everyone,” says Gravel.
Vanessa Grant, a business law partner in Gowlings’
Toronto office, says part of the challenge for larger pharma is
taking forward some of the great ideas out there.
“Simply put, this is an innovative way of ensuring that
technology does not sit on the shelf and is exploited by those
who have an interest in exploiting it,” says Grant. “So it
(brings the intellectual property) to market while spreading
a bit of the risk involved.” BB
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